THE PACKAGE SELLS

The company was established in 1990 and is highly
specialized in the field of polygraphy. We have a long
hereditary history in the printing industry. Today, we
are a modern company constantly increasing the
professionalism of our employees, improving the
working conditions and environment, and making
every endeavour to develop our ambition for a high
quality production process. All structural transformations throughout the years have been made as a result
of our invariable desire to meet the needs of the
market with a high competitive level of services.
Our long-time market experience and achieved results
from the company activities take us among the market
leaders. Our work covers the whole range of aspects from the initial idea up to the final realization of various
types of printed products such as packages, advertising
displays, labels and company identification materials.
The printing process and the related ancillary operations require extensive experience and knowledge,
acquired by long years of practice and constant interest
in mastering new technologies. What is specific about
our work is that it is a closed process cycle – from
creating the product as an idea, its design, development and preparation for prepress, going through
different stages in the production and finalizing it as a
final product. The entire technological equipment and
auxiliary units ensure production flexibility, production
on time and high output quality.
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Our technological capacities are the main feature in our market positions
A new and modern equipment - complete production lines, one of which with a
standard technological dimension, and another with a XXL size with a large
production capacity and technical capabilities. Advanced high-tech communication services at the work places. We work with all types of output printing materials - papers, cardboards, metallized cardboards and papers, PVC materials,
laminated corrugated cardboards, corrugated cardboards with different
thickness.
The range of offered products is the factor for maintaining and expanding
our equity participation on the free market
We offer a wide and diverse range of different types of packaging, information
and identification products - labels, packages from cardboard and corrugated
cardboard, transportation packages, advertising displays from laminated
corrugated cardboard, brochures, flyers, posters, catalogues and other advertising materials.
Our strategic development towards production capacity and business
opportunities is the condition for our stability in the competitive market
environment
Our equipment and the good practice of the implemented system of quality
management enable us to execute orders with high quality and different volumes
– small and medium printings as well as large production orders, which guarantees maximum exploitation of the production capacities, excellent planning
organization, efficiency of the production schedule, and the biggest advantage –
production on time. And that is mostly satisfying for our contractors in terms of
their ability to accurately plan their activities.
What is distinctive in our work is our specialized activity
Production of commercial packages from laminated corrugated cardboard for
home products and appliances with large dimensions; entirely developed and
established production of an interesting and increasingly entering into our
market product – advertising displays for product presentation, aiming a better
and recognizable presentation of our clients’ goods on the consumer market.
Highquality print on metallized cardboards and PVC, special effective UV varnishes, applied directly through the printing machine.

WHAT’S NEW!!!

The company established a new production industrial unit, equipped with specialized machines for production of luxurious and high quality rigid packages from
solid board. The UV offset print, that is with high quality on laminated and metallized paper, combined with special effective UV varnishes, which are applied
directly from the print machine on luxurious papers give us the possibility to produce a wide variety of high quality and luxurious rigid packages from solid board.
The solid board is pasted with laminated and metallized luxurious paper, which is additionally decorated with effective complete or partial UV varnish. In addition
there is also an opportunity for embossing and applying a hot stamp on packages.

WHY US:

Complex customer service from construction, design, prepress, printing to ready production.
Customer services - from high quality luxurious carton packaging with a lot of poligraphic extras, rigid packages from solid board, pasted with luxurious paper,
to cashier, floor, commercial and promotional POP/POS displays with constant, high quality, owing to the modern and advanced automated, inspecting machine.

Certificates of Quality and Control
The basis of our success lies on our principles - determination, diligence, hard work and a strong desire to create quality
polygraphic products. We are also open to the ecological productions, which are the future strategy for preservation of the
natural balance, as we approach this global problem with much understanding and commitment.
Our company has been certified with the following standards for quality and ecological production:

RIGID BOXES

COSMETICS

PRESENT BOXES

DISPLAYS

